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INTRODUCfION 
The use of rangelands administered by agencies of the federal gove~n­
ment by domestic livestock has been an issue associated \lith controversy 
for many years. One of these issues that has surfaced periodically has 
been the fees charged livestockmen \lho use lands administered by the Bureau 
of Land Management (BLM) and Forest Service (FS). This issue became poli~­
ically "ho-t" in 1977 and 1978. This controversy became intense enough that 
Congress established a fee formula as part of the Public 
Improvement Act (PRIA) of 1978. Congress directed that this 
Rangelands 
formula be 
used during a seven-year trial period. It \las further stipulated that this 
time \lould allo\l the Secre~aries of Agriculture and Interior to refine data 
needed to determine the value of forage taken f-rom federal lands by domes-
tic livestock and to compare this to the value of forage available from 
pri vate lands. A final report \.las -to be submitted to Congress b}' Harch of 
1985 that outlined the values that \.Iere to be estimated. - Several study 
reports have been p<""epared as part of this evalua-tion (see the bibliography 
of this report). 
On July 27, 1984, a report entitled "Appraisal Report Estimating Fair 
Market Ren-tal Value of Public Rangelands in the \~.estern United States 
Administered by USDA--Forest Service and USDI--Bu-reau of Land Nanagement" 
\.las released. This report is the only study that has been published to 
date that \.las designed to estimate the value of forage obtained by domestic 
livestock from publicly and privately administered lands. The o-ther 
reports are either of a theoretical nature or provide estimates of th_e 
impact of imposing various levels of fees. As a result, this one study 
provides the heart of the valuation problem posed by the PRIA guidelines. 
Several meetings have been held by agency representatives to present the 
:! :.! 
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results of this study and to obtain public input. Unfortunately, these 
meetings ~ere held shortly after this report was issued and did not provi~e 
time for adequate review of the document. This report, therefore, repre-
sents one formal review of this important document. 
Readers who are not familiar with this document will find the follow-
ing summary, a complete quotation of an agency-prepared paper, to be a 
reasonable summarization of the main report. Readers familiar with the 
original report should (could) turn to page ___ of this study where our 
review of the "appraisal" report begins. 
SUMMARY OF THE APPRAISAL REPORT 
HOW THE APPRAISAL WILL BE USED 
The law requires that beneficiaries pay a fee "which is 
equitable to the United States and to the holders of grazing 
permit.s and leases" (Section 401(a) of the Federal Land Policy and 
Nanagement Act of 1976. See also Section 3 of the Taylor Grazing 
Act). The appraisal results, herein, represent one of many factors 
Co be used in the establishment of alternative fee systems to be 
reported to Congress. Other factors include: 
Family Ranching/Community Stability: The fee system should 
promo~e the stability of family ranching operations and rural 
communities dependent upon federal range forage. 
EQuity/Permit Holder: The grazing fee system should be equit-
able and reasonable to the permit holder. 
Equity/Federal Government: . The grazing -fee sys-tem should be 
equitable and reasonable to the Federal Government. 
EQuity/Non-Permittee Livestock Producer: The fee system should 
consider the effects of the fee on other Federal agencies and· State 
and local governments. 
Administrative Feasibility: The fe~ system should be adminis-
tratively feasible. 
Cost Recovery: The grazing fee received should cover the costs 
of a moderate rangeland management program {excludes costs not 
related to livestock grazing, e.g., wild horse and burro 
management) • 
Common Data Base: The grazing fee system should provide for a 
common data base. 
Public Understanding: The fee system should consider the views 
and needs of the general public. 
Permit Value: The fec system should equitably reduce or elimi-
nate the permit value that is associated with Federal land gcazing 
permits. 
Improve Range Condition: The grazing fee should promote range 
management, and improving and maintaining good range condi~ion. 
OBJECTIVES OF THE APPRAISAL 
The appraisal is the agencies' response ~o congressional direc-
tion that the Secre.taries refine their information on the value of 
public rangelands. The appraisal has two primary objectives: 
o First, it will establish an appraised value, which is the 
amount that a Ii vesto.ck opera,tor would probably pay for 
grazing use of the public lands if "the lands were offered on 
the open market. 
o Second, it will provide the information needed to compare the 
economic value of public land grazing use now derived by the 
present PRIA fee formula with the appraised value of the 
public rangelands. 
HOW THE APPRAISAL WAS HADE 
During a 17-rnonth period from July, 1982, through November, 
1983, two principal appraisers, Forest Service and Bureau of Land 
Management respectively, and 22 field appraisers from these agen-
cies surveyed the majority of the lessors and lessees of public -and 
private range grazing lands in approximately 340 caunties in the 16 
Western S~ates, and twa caunties in western Texas. Each of the 
counties selected contained significant amounts of Federal range-
lands: National Forests, National Grasslands, public lands admin-
istec.ed by the Bureau of Land Hanagement, and other Federal agen-
cies such as Fish and Wildlife, Bureau of Reclamation, etc. Field 
appraisers con~acted and/or interviewed more than 100,000 persons 
and obtained detailed information on between 80 pe£cent and 90 
percent of the transactions within the area surveyed. 
Lessors or lessees responded ,to questions about the specifics 
of grazing land lease arrangements. Questions addressed included 
such items as unit pri~e (by animal unit month, cow/calf pairs, 
etc.), payment schedule, and tenure. Other questions about the 
rights and obligations of the lessor and lessee, such as who can-
structs and maintains range improvements, were asked -to. help iden-
tify which of thase factors affected the unit price and to what 
extent. Questions abaut the physical aspects of tha land beins 
leased, such as tapography, carrying capacity, and physical access, 
also were included to help determine which public and private land 
areas are most comparable in their ability to support livestock. 
These questions were to determine: (1) how much a livestock 
operator is paying for private grazing lands; (2) what he or she is 
getting in return. 
In addition to the collection and verification of information 
on grazing usc transactions involving lands under any ownership 
within the assigned counties, the appraisers examined a representa-
tive sample of the properties involved in the grazing usc and 
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compiled data pertaining to the general physical. social, economic, 
and livestock-related factors in each county. 
The appraisal includes information on both Forest Service and 
Bureau of Land Management grazing lands in the Western United 
States. This information provides the basis for comparability 
analysis of the Federal lands and the priva~e leased gcazing lands. 
Information Used in the Appraisal 
More than 47 ,000 lease transactions were ca-taloged. Ini,tial 
investigation revealed that grazing fees set in the majority of 
these transactions were established by administrative order rather 
than open negotiation between ~he lessee and lessor. Approximately 
7,200 leases reflecting open market negotiations between Lessee and 
lessor were verified. The field appraisers obtained detailed data 
regarding these transactions. The field information sheet was 
designed to allow the appraisers to test 99 physical characteris-
tics and lease terms and conditions as elements that could possibly 
affect ~he value or price of grazing. These 99 elements were later 
reduced to 81 potential value factors, with elements producing 
similar information being combined. This lease information was 
sorted and arrayed. Multiple regression analyses, as well as a 
variety of other statistical tests, were made of the data. 
Based upon this computer and statistical analysis of the mass 
da~a, it was concluded that the most appropriate and valid measure 
of the appraised value of grazing land is the simple arithmetic 
mean price of the negotiated leases. In the final analysis on 
which the appraised value conclusions were based, data was further 
refined by excluding 15 percent of the lease transactions of the 
highest reported rates and 15 percent of the lease transactions of 
the lowest. reported rates, ,thereby resul,ting in use of 70 percent 
of the data. 
Based upon analyses of the data, the 17 Western Seaee region 
was divided into six pricing areas. " Cri~eria for selecting the 
boundarLes of the pricing areas included, in oeder of priority: 
(1) mean county prices, (2) consideration of the natural ve-getacion 
which reflects the influence of soils, climate, and topography, (3) 
political or administrative boundaries, and (4) physical or geo-
graphical features. (The pricing areas are shown on Figure 1.) 
The appraisal was made using mass appraisal techniques, 
acknowledging the wide range of conditions that generally exist on 
the public rangelands. No attempt was made to account for the 
differences between individual allotments or teacts. As a result, 
the value estimates contained in the report are not intended to 
represent the "site specific" appraised value of any individual 
allotment. Rather, the value conclusions are intended to represent 
a reasonable estimate of the appraised value of grazing on the 
public rangelands. 
The private land lease rate was estimated based upon analysis 
of the market prices within each pricing area. The final estimate 
of the appraised value of public lands grazing was based upon the 
indicated private land lease rate adjusted downward 5 percent, 
which reflects the impact of the terms and conditions of Federal 
grazing permits and privileges as compared to typical private 
grazing lease terms and conditions. 
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Property Data Summary 
The Forest Service and the Bureau of Land Management administer 
grazing on approximately 318 million acres of public rangelands 
located vithin the 17 Western States. These public rangelands ace 
divided into more than 30,000 tracts or allotments ranging in size 
from less than 40 acres to more than 1 million acres. Currently, 
there are more than 22 million animal months of Federal grazing 
used annually by the western livestock industry. 
The ownership pattern of public rangelands ranges from scat-
tered and intermingled to solid block holdings. The intermingled 
patte·rn of ownership describes those areas in which public range-
lands (mostly Bureau of Land Management) are intermingled with 
lands owned by railroads, timber companies, and private individ-
uals. These lands are often found in a checkerboard pattern. 
The public rangelands support all of the natural vegetative 
types known to the west, plus all of the domesticated vegetation 
introduced during the past 4D to 50 years in range land improvement 
projects. Forage quali~y on public ~ange1ands varies substantially 
from a·rea -to area and -tract to teact. The estimates of carrying 
capacity range from less than one acre per head month to mo,re than 
99 acres per head month. 
Overall Description of Private Grazing Agreements 
The private grazing leases typically are verbal l-year agree-
ments ("handshake agreements") with no written documentation as -to 
the specifics of that agreements. These leases, more often than 
not, are renewed annually; typical renewal of the private lease 
being little more than a Christmas card note and check for the 
following year's lease period. The season of use during the iease 
year is dicta-ted by >the local weather conditions. The agreements 
do not provide for nonuse at a reduced fee, nor are the·re typically 
any provisions for refunds due to reduced use during the grazing 
season. 
The primary condition of these private agreemen~s is that the 
property not be abused and be returned to the landowner at the end 
of the term of use in at least the same condition that it was 
received. The lessee's failure to maintain the condition of the 
range generally results in the termination of the lease (or no 
renewal) with no route · of appeal. Routine structural range 
improvements (drift fenCing, etc.) on the leased area are generally 
done by the lessee in some cases using material provided by the 
landowner. In the case of major range improvements (major water 
development, etc.) the landowner bears a substantial part of the 
cost of the improvement either directly or through reductions in 
rent until the construction is complete. Revegetation is typically 
handled by the landowner or credited to the lessee if done at 
his/her expense. In all cases the range improvements of a perma-
nent nature are placed on the property with the prior agreement and 
consent of the landowner and belong to him/her upon completion. 
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Comparison of Private Agreements to Public Rangeland Permits/Leases 
There are a number of characteristics of the public permit 
which differ in varying degrees from the generally more informal 
private grazing agreements. The public rangeland permi~s ace moce 
rigid in content regarding specific use period; specified number 
and kind of animals authorized to graze; and inclusion of very 
specific stipulations regarding wildlife, public access, and other 
uses of the agency lands. Two characteristics that are unique to 
the public rangelands a~e the appeal process as to decisions made 
by -the landowner pertaining to the lea·sed area and ·the privilege of 
taking nonuse, wherein the lessee can retain his/her privileges 
through approval of nonuse and not pay the grazing fees for that 
year. A further difference relates to the length of the agreement. 
rrhe public permit is gene,rally for a lO-year term. Of the -to(:al 
number of market-negotiated leases, excluding leases where the 
lessor provides the day-to-day handling of the livestock, 95.2 
percent are for a 5-year or less term, with 69 percent of the to,tal 
being 1 year or less in term. 
The majority of permitted public rangelands have scock water on 
si(:e, are utilized within the same time frames or seasons as simi-
lar private lands in the same area, and are accessible to the user 
via public roads or through the permittee's own property. The 
range of size is quite broad but similar to that found in the 
pri vate market. In conclusion, the public rangelands are qui,te 
similar to those private lands found in the same general location. 
The prices paid for use on non-Federal lands was compared to 
the prices paid for transactions involving lands in 'fedecal owner-
ship (Table 1). This comparison showed that federally owned land 
appears to lease for an amount slightly less than that of ~he non-
Federal properties. A -5 percent is indicated when the $6.53 
average for Federal ownership (70 percent data) is compared to the' 
$6.87 average for the non-Federal ownerships. 
In the negotiated market, any advantage held by the priva<e 
lessee over the public permittee as a result of the "looseness" of 
te.r"ms and conditions is at least partially offset: by the lack of 
documen-table tenure indicated by the private lease market, combined 
with the appeal rights and availability of nonuse available to the 
public permittee. In no case, however, were any p,ri vate leases 
discovered that contained the rigid stipulations contained in the 
public permit. Based on the additional requirements (meetings with 
Forest property, etc.) placed on the public permittee/lessee, it is 
the opinion of the appraisers that a slight deficiency exists in 
the public permit as it compares to the typical private lease. 
This deficiency will be expressed as a 5 percent downward adjust-
ment of the private land lease rate. 
The appraisers could find no basis for making an adjustment 
beyond the 5 percent indicated by this comparison. To make an 
adjustment in the appraisal greater than 5 percent would be in 
contradiction to the market evidence. The appraisal values are 
shown in Table 2. The appraised values are based on an analysis of 
all transactions which include different payment schedules (i.e., 
paid in advance of use, periodically, or at the end of the season). 
The data did show that the price varied by payment schedule. Gen-
erally, both agencies require payment in advance and Table 2 shows 
6 
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Table 1 
NONfEDERAL OWNERSHIP--70% 
Price \.!gt Avg 
Date Acres Avg Pr Price Median Leas,es High Lo,", 
1977 875,052 $5.11 $5.03 $4.78 498 $ 9.69 $3.00 
i978 289,634 6.79 6.72 6.67 158 11.00 5.00 
;::: :; 1979 1,317,960 5.60 6.77 7.21 320 10.50 4.73 
.... 1980 1,087,138 6.48 6.71 6.67 348 10.36 4.78 
1981 840,543 7.60 7.53 7.17 444 12.00 5.25 
1982 508,272 5.51 6.56 6.37 200 10.00 4.56 
1983 3:1 725 ,396 7.29 7.35 7.15 1 1131 11.00 5.30 
* 7-Yr 8,862,153 $6.53 $6.87 3,101 $15.00 $3.76 
FEDERAL 0\"~ERSHIP--70% 
1977 386,525 $5.06 $5.61 $5.50 49 $ 8.33 $4.27 
1978 480,516 5.58 6.12 5.69 29 10.48 5.00 
1979 1,079,309 5.42 5.67 5.19 83 10.00 4.38 
1980 659,745 7.54 7.07 6.82 69 11.54 5.29 
1981 812,071 6.97 6.80 6.50 87 11.00 5.00 
1982 605,201 3.91 5.56 5.80 44 8.68 4.44 
" " 1983 4 169°1 843 6.30 6.80 6.66 266 10.01 5.07 
* 7-Yr 9,088,259 $6.01 $6.53 627 $13.00 $4.00 
* The entries for each of the 7 years are calculated independent of one 
another. None of the entries on the 7 year line are meant to be viewed as 
totals of. or averages of the preceding columns. 
Price 
Area 
Pei vate Land 
Lease Rate 
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Table 2 
APPRAISAL VALUES 
Fair Market 
~alue-of-Grazing 
on Public 
Rangelands 
Payment at: the 
Advance Payment £nd of the Season 
----------Mature Cattle & Horses (over 18 months of age)--------
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
$10.00/HDMO-PRMO 
7.70/HDHO-PRMO 
8.00/HDMO-PRMO 
6. 25/HDMO-PRMO 
5.SO/HDMO-PRMO 
6. 75/HDMO-PRMO 
$9.50/HDMO-PRMO 
7.10/HDMO-PRMO 
7.60/HDMO-PRMO 
5.90/HDMO-PRMO 
5.20/HDMO-PRMO 
6..4{)/HDMO-PRMO 
$8. 55/HDMO-PRMO 
6. 39/HDMO-PRMO 
b.84/HDMO-PRMO 
5. 31/HDMO-PRMO 
4.68/HDHO-PRMO 
5. 76/HDMO-PRMO 
$10. 45/HDMO-PRMO 
7.81/HDMO-PRMO 
8. 36/HDMO-PRMO 
6. 49/HDMO-PRMO 
5. 72/HDMO-PRMO 
7.04/HDMO-PRMO 
-----------------Yearling Cattle (under 18 months of age)------------------
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
$7.50/HDMO-PRMO 
6. 75/HDMO-PRMO 
6. 25/HDMO-PRMO 
5.70/HDMO-PRMO 
5.50/HDMO-PRMO 
4. 75/HDMO-PRMO 
$7.10/HDMO-PRMO 
6.40/HDMO-PRMO 
5.90/HDMO-PRMO 
5.40/HDMO-PRMO 
5.20/HDHO-PRMO 
4.50/HDMO-PRMO 
$6. 39/HDMO-PRMO 
5. 76/HDMO-PRMO 
5. 31/HDMO-PRMO 
4. 68/HDMO-PRMO 
4.68/HDMO-PRMO 
4.05/HDMO ..... P'RMO 
$7.81/HDMO-PPJiO 
7.04/HDMO-PRMO 
6. 49/HDMO-PRMO 
5.94/HDMO-PRMO . 
5. 72/HDMO-PRMO 
4.95/HDMO-PRMO 
-----------------------------------Sheep-----------------------------------
1 $l.lO/HDMO-PRMO $1.05/HDMO-PRMO $O.95/HDMO-PRMO $1. 16/HDMO-PRMO 
Note: HDNO stands for Head Honth, PRHO stands for Pair Month. (i.-c .• 
cow/calf, ewe/lamb, mare/colt). 
.the recommended adjustment for advance payment--and payment at the 
end of the season. 
As previously stated, there may be other, nonmarket reasons for 
making adjustments to the appraised value through the gcazing fee 
study process, such as: 
1. The stated policy of this Administra·tion is that a 
beneficiary of any federally provided good or service 
should pay the government a user charge covering the 
legitimate costs of providing the good or service. 
2. 'Congress has repeatedly stated that the grazing fee should 
be reasonable and provide stability to __ ~h~_ livestock 
indus_try. 
EVALUATION OF mE APPRAISAL REPORT 
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The appraisal report represents the first effort repocted in the 
literature where appraisal methodology has been used to estimate the value 
of forage obtained from ffpublic rangelands. 1f As a result, one would expect 
the authors to eKperience some difficulty in applying the methods used in 
appraising property. This evaluation of the appraisal report is, there-
fore, divided into two parts. The following section evaluates the 
appraisal report form the perspective of how well the authors appl.ied 
appraisal methods. The second section evaluates the report from a somewhat 
broader perspective--the authors' use of scientific methods. 
Application and Use of Appraisal Methodology 
"The job of the rural appraiser is to identify, gather and analyze all 
relevant information; to interpret it in the context of economic princi-
pIes; and to apply apropriate techniques that will result in a sound esti-
mate of value" (The Appraisal of Rural Property, 1983). This job incvit-
ably involves considerable professional expertise and judgement. As a 
result, a general methodology has been adopted that is to be used in 
appraising all property. This involves the following steps (further dis-
cussion of these steps can be found in nearly any appraisal book): 
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1. Definition of the problem. This includes: 
A. Identification of the property 
B. Identification of the property rights to be valued 
C. Date of the estimate 
D. Use of the appraisal 
E. Definition of value 
F. Limiting conditions 
2. Preliminary analysis and data selection and collection 
3. Highest and best use analysis 
4. Value estimate 
5. Application of three approaches 
6. Reconciliation of value indications and final value es~imate 
7. Report of defined value. 
These steps provide the basis for the following evaluation (all of 
these steps will not be included and the sequence outlined will not be 
followed in the following evaluation). However, before the application of 
this methodology is reviewed, it is necessary to outline how this general 
methodology was altered by the authors. 
General approach 
Most appraisals involve either a valuation or an evaluation. The 
differences in these must be kept clearly in mind. 
Valuation is the process of estimating macket value, investment 
value, insurable value, or other properly defined value, of an 
identified in:terest or in-terest:s in a specific parcel or parcels of 
real estate as of a given date. Examples of valua~ion assignmen~s 
are market value estimates of property owned in fee simple or of 
preservation easements or leasehold estates. Evaluation is a study 
of the nature, quality, or utility of a parcel of real es,tate or 
interests in, or aspects of, real property without reference Co a 
value estimate. Examples of evaluation assignmen~s are land utili-
zation studies, supply and demand studies, economic feasibility 
studies, highest and best use analyses, and marketability or in-
vestment considerations for a proposed or existing development. 
(The Appraisal of Rural Property, 1983) 
Clearly, the appraisal report is a valuation study. However, it does not 
represent a typical valuation problem. Most valuations are designed to 
estimate the value of a specific parcel (or parcels) of property. This 
appraisal report was not designed to yield a value for a specific parcel of 
.... . 
II. 
property because a mass appraisal approach was used. Traditional appraisal 
methods obtain data from several parcels which then provide the basis for 
obtaining the value of a specific parcel. The use of t£aditional methods 
represent an inference from general to specific da~a. This differs signif-
icantly from the mass appraisal methods used \.Ihich are i.nferences f'{"om 
specific to general and are particularly subject to tests of statis~ical 
significance (see the research methodology section below). 
The report uses the term "mass appraisal" to desc-ribe the methodology 
used to collect the data in this study. This term is defined as, "the 
process of valuing a universe of properties as of a given date, in a 
uniform oeder, utilizing standard methodology, employing a common ~eference 
for data, and allo\.ling for statistical -testing." 
This scudy is qui~e different in that they have moved in~o the area 
\.Ihere they \.Iant to make a statement about the average value of all p-rop-er-
ties in the popUlation based on a sample of individual units in the popula-
tion. This methodology of going from the specific to the general or esti-
mating population pa'rameters {com a sample is called statistical inference 
and is used quite commonly in scientific s~udies. However, this p~ocedure 
is subject to rigorous statistical analysis and some rather rigid rules 
about how the data are sampled and used in making the inference to -the 
population (see page ___ ). 
One gets the impression from -reading this report that a mass effort 
\.las made to collect data regardless of how it \.las related to the parameters 
they \.Iere trying to estimate, then it \.las sorted, discarded, or kept based 
on value judgments of the researcher. This procedure is not in keeping 
\.lith proper statistical procedures \.Ihere one attempts to make unbiased 
estimates of the population parameters. One of the tests of good 
scientific research is tile repeatability of an experiment. Could another 
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scientist repeat this data collection and sorting and come up with the same 
answers or, as in this case, the same data set? This is especially t£ue 
for a study of grazing fees entirely done by the two agencies that benefit 
from higher fees and are perceived by many to be p£edisposed to a belief 
that curren~ fees are ~oo low. An at.tempt was made to skirt ·this issue by 
assump,tion 3 on page 16 of the report: 
3. Statis~ical me-thods have been employed in the sorting and 
-refining of the comparable private Lease data used in this report. 
The value conclusions ceached by the appraisers are based primarily 
on a direct comparison method of appraisal and do not rely on 
statistical methodology as their foundation. In no case do the 
appraisers represent this appraisal report or the conclusions 
contained herein as being a product of statistical met.hodology. 
However, t.he basic s ,tatistical concepts of making inferences from samples 
Co popula~ions is too fundamental to be disregacded by an assumption 
imposed by the authors to limit scientific scrutiny of the report. 
Definition of the problem 
The authors fail at any time to clearly state what was to be valued. 
This is partially to be expected because of the methods used (mass 
appraisal), but their failure to clearly define the problem leads the 
authors to some problems that are discussed below. Of particular impor-
tance is the failure of the authors to clearly define the property rights, 
if any, that are involved in the transactions for which data were collected 
(more will be said about this later). The authors do indicate that the 
purpose of the appraisal was to 'f ••• estimate the fair market rental that 
is due the landowner (the United States and the public who own the public 
rangelands) for the right to graze on the public rangelands. The purpose 
is not to estimate the value of the lands being grazed" (page 57). Ho\.'-
ever, it must be emphasized that this value \Jill be dictated by the methods 
used to make this estimate. 
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Application of the three approaches 
Three approaches to valuing property are used by appraisers: income, 
sales, and cost. The cost approach is correctly reje~~ed by the authors as 
being inapplicable to the study. However, they also reject the income 
approach. This me~hod has been ~ide!y used by researchers to estimate the 
value of forage (see the revie~s by Brokken and Mccarl 1984, and Godf~ey 
and Snyder 1978). The primary reason ~hy this approach ~as -rejec~ed ~as 
this "approach \lould be based solely on the user's ability to pay, and not 
on fair market value to -the o\lner." It is recognized -that the sales 
approach is generally the best indi~acor of the value of purchaser's \lill-
ingness to pay and that the sales appraoch is primarily used by appraisers 
for this ceason. Ho~ever, the income approach also could be applied in 
this case as easily as it is f6r other types of rural/farm property. The 
value derived using an income approach would probably have been less than 
the estimates derived, but they also ~ould have provided a lower bound. 
The values derived using an income approoch should, ~herefore, have been 
rejected ex post rather than ex an-te if the methodology used by most 
appraisers had been followed/used. One is, therefore, left wi,th the dis-
tinct impression that the income approach \las rejec~ed ex ante because it 
\lould not show what ~as desired rather than by examining any evidence for 
rejecting this approach. The authors clearly. therefore, break wi~h 
appraisal methods by rejecting this approach ~ithout examining the results 
that could have been obtained using this approach/data. 
The sales approach used by the authors represents the most ~idely used 
approach utilized by appraisers. It is generally conceded that it cepre-
sents the most accurate estimate of the value in exchange for a bundle of 
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property rights. The accuracy of the estimates obtained, however, is 
dependent upon the data obtained (like any other estimate). 
Data selection and collection 
When one attempts to gather information on grazing fees or grazing 
lease rates, he must be aware of the problem that grazing leases cover a 
wide spectrum of situations relat.ive to which party in the lease pr~~ide~ __ _ 
which services. From the user's point of view it is the total cost of 
grazing on a lease that is important. This tot.al cost is the cost that 
must, in the long run, be equated with the value of the product produced 
from the forage purchased in t.his lease. Nonfee cos~s (cost of providing 
services) are just as important in the total cost as t.he value of the 
forage (e.g., see Torell, Godfrey, and Nielsen 1985; and Obermiller and 
Lambert 1984). When dealing .with grazing leases on public and private 
rangelands, one must take these service (nonfee) costs into account. Graz-
ing leases on private land cover the entire spectrum of arrangements 
between the landlord and tenant. On the other hand, public land leases are 
fairly homogeneous in that the government provides the opportunity for the 
livestockmen to use the land by grazing his animals on it. The permi~tee 
(rancher) is required by regulation or by the dictat.es of good range and 
livestock management to provide most of the nonfee aspect.s of using public 
forage. 
The importance of this distinction is especially important when one 
considers what data to collect. If one collects data from the buyer, then 
one must be sure that the amount(s) paid for nonforage items that may have 
been provided by the landlord (e.g., fencing, herding, salting) are 
deducted from the fees paid. Likewise, the fees paid a landlord (the 
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approach used by the appraisers) should not include the payment for non-
forage items if one is trying to provide an es~imate of the forage alone. 
This procedure vas not folloved by the appraisers. Instead they segcegated 
those transactions into various subfiles (A through J) in an effort to have 
the fees received by the various landlords comparable. Criteria ve~e not 
outlined by the authors for including a particular transaction in a 
specific file. As a result, one must assume -that .the allocation of a 
particular file vas consistent. These ailocations vouid have ~~quired 
considerable judgement. If not, the likelihood of biased results is ... . 
insured. In this particular case, the probability of bias is extremely 
high for the folloving reasons. 
1. No apparent effort vas made ,to determine (see the questionnaire used) 
how much, if any, vas paid for various services. The questionnaire 
vas only designed to ascer{:ain if a particular ·service was provided by 
the landlord or tenant. Thecefore, it is likely that some tcansac-
tions vould have included some mix~ure of services t.ha,t vould not make 
the various tcansaetions comparable. For exmaple, if one transaction 
included payment to the landlord for some herding while another in-
eluded the payment for herding services that ~ere extensive, ~hese two 
transacitons ~ould not be comparable even if the landlord did the 
herding in both cases because a different bundle of services vould 
have been provided in each case (this is only one of several cases 
that would likely exist, given the data that was collected). This 
suggests that the basic economic model used in the study needs to be 
carefully examined (see page 17). 
2. The data vere collected from persons or organizations who rented 
forage to livestock operators. These data vould reflect the price a 
landlord(s) would be villing to sell for forage but it need not 
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reflect the price a livestock operator is willing to pay for {orage 
unless a competitive market existed for the foratge. No test of this 
hypothesis is contained in the study. There is some evidence that it 
may be more competitive than some have suggested, but this assumption 
is needed to derive the estimates cont ained in the report. To the 
degree that forage is either purchased or s~l_d_ ~~ __ ~ ___ noncompe~t=i~t=i_ve=--------
market at any location, the values cont ained in the report would not 
be valid for comparison purposes (see page 31). 
3. The questionnaire asked for forage prices over time. The authors 
1',' 
a',:: 
. ; 
clearly indicated in several places that most private leases are 
verbal agreements for a one-year period. As a resul,t, there is pocen-
tial for memory bias for those permits that are not for ,the current 
year unless some written record was used. 
4. Given the fact ~hat most private leases (used by the authors to com-
pare to leases from public lands) are for short periods of time, it is 
not likely that they would have the same value as leases (permits) to 
use public lands because a different bundle of property righ,ts were 
exchanged. This also is ~rue for the sublease of federal lands. 
Rarely can a sublessee obtain the same bundle of rights as the ocigi-
nal lessee. Furthermore, whenever the bundle of rights obtained in a 
lease differ, the payments paid will differ (one of the basic princi-
pIes used by all appraisers used to adjust "comparable sales"). 
Therefore, it is likely that some bias exists in the transac~ions data 
because adjustments for differences in the bundle of property rights 
exchanged were apparently not made. 
Furthermore, one has to assume that the data collected in the study on 
federal lands is representative of all BLH and FS grazing allotments in the 
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west, i.e., these subleased public lands and a few special lease public 
lands have the same property ·rights as the permit~ee having a permit to use 
regular grazing allotments. This raises several questions. A.re these 
legal and illegal subleases significantly different {rom the typical graz-
ing permit? Is it because they are different -that they are 'Considered for 
sublease? If not, why isn't there increased pressure Co sublease more of 
the public lands? Do those who sublease these - publiC-la~ds buy more than 
is readily apparent in the permit lease? 
Theoretical Evaluation and Basis of the Appraisal Study 
The authors do not outline what basic economic model (one of the basic 
tools used by all professional appraisers) was used to derive the -r-.esul·ts 
obtained. Implicitly, however, they essentially accept the model used in 
the 1966 grazing fee study. 
The economic model (1966 grazing fee study) for grazing fees and the 
hypothesis tested to see if a competitive market exists for grazing 
.resources in -the West was described in a paper entitled "Public Policy and 
Grazing (1)." The discussion as pr-esented in -this paper is as follows: 
An Economic Model for Grazing Fees 
As part of the investigative work initiated by the Interdepart-
mental Grazing Fee Committee in the early 1960's, an economic?§odel 
was developed to explain how forage is valued on public lands.-
The basic premise of the model argues that the forces of supply 
and demand operate to establish range forage prices just as they do 
in any other product market. If this is true, the value of public 
and private grazing per AUH should be the same within given market 
areas, assuming, of course, that public and private ranges are 
substitutes for each other. The logic of this assertion is as 
follows: 
28 Jensen & Thomas, Determining Grazing Fees on National Forests: 
Range and Ranch Problems, Policy Implications and Alternatives for 
Future Economic Research in the Use and Development (WAERC Report 
No.9, 1967); Roberts, Discovering Grazing Values, 20 J. Range 
Management No.6, at 369-75 (1967). 
Each rancher knows about what he can afford to pay for an addi-
tional animal unit month (AUM) of grazing for a particular season 
and a given quality forage. If rational and economically motivated, 
he would be willing to pay up to the price that is equal to the 
value added to ranch production by the addition of one AUM of graz-
ing. This· is referred to as the marginal value product of grazing 
(MVP). If we let: 
Pl value of public grazing per AUM P2 ¥aiue of private grazing per AUM 
and we assume that public and private grazing are substitutes for 
each ot:her, ranchers will be willing to pay equal amounts for the 
two types of g.razing up to the point where: PI = P2 = MVP. If the 
administered grazing fee for public grazing use (Fl ) is less than PI 
and P , it is also less than the MVP of the public grazing. It Fl is less than the MVP of the grazing, the rancher who has 
control of the grazing is realizing a product surplus value addi-
tional co the grazing fee ~ost. Since control of g~azing is em-
bodied in the grazing permit, the product surplus becomes a market-
able item through transfer of the grazing permit. As ranchers bid 
for control of ~he grazing permi~s, the authorization to graze 
public lands takes on value. This permit value reflects the capi-
talized surplus product 291ue and can fluctuate as the supply and 
demand conditions change. . 
It fo110..,s, therefore, ·that if the public and private grazing 
have equal value per AUM, the total costs associated with each 
should also be equal. The costs of private grazing include the 
private lease rate plus other user non-fee costs such as death loss, 
herding or fencing costs, moving ~osts, etc. Public grazing costs 
include the fee plus user non-fee costs of the same general classi-
fications as for private grazing. In both cases, the types · and 
levels of non-fee costs may vary. The total public grazing cost 
also includes the grazing permit costs and it is the fluctuation of 
this cost which should, in the presence of a competitive market, 
keep the costs of public and private grazing equivalent. The postu-
late can be advanced therefore that the permit value should be equal 
to the capitalized difference between the total cost of public 
grazing and the total cost of private grazing. Stated symbolically, 
29The Forest Service and the BLM ha~e commensuratability require-
ments that must be met before a rancher can qualify for a grazing 
permit. For a rancher to meet this requirement he must have enough 
private land resources to provide feed for the permitted livestock 
while not on the federal lands. Whether institutional barriers to a 
free market are significantly limiting competition has been tested 
in other areas with different results, see: Gardner, Transfer 
Restrictions and Misallocation in Grazing Public Range, 44 J. Farm 
Econ. No.1 (1962). 
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I,: 
where: 
p c: 
V 
(P2 + E2) - (F1 + E1) 
i 
P c: permit value 
v P2 c: private lease rate E2 c: other private user non-fee costs 
Fl = public grazing fee 
~1 public user non-fee costs 
1 = relevant rate of interest 
(1) 
This model was tested empirically in Utah in 1966. It was found 
that the cost differential between total public and priva~e costs, 
capitalized at about a 4 percent rate of interest, equalled the 
average permit value. Four percent was considered a reasonable, and 
if anything, a conservative rate of interest. Thus, the conclusion 
was reached that a reasonable amount of competition exists given the 
transfer restrictions and that a relatively free market exists for 
public gazing. If the competitive market does not exist, there is 
no reason to expect the capitalized differential between public and 
private costs of grazing to equal the average permit value. 
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Another way of looking at the equation for "fair- market val.ue" that 
more closely fits the agency's position and the current study of fees is as 
follows: 
where FMV is the fair market value (ignores permit value); (P2 + E2) is the 
total cost of grazing private land (fee and nonfee); and El is the nonfee 
costs of using public land. 
The agency's appraisal s~udy approaches the problem of estimating 
"fair market value" from the private market for grazing. (They originally 
reported that they were only going to look at the private market.) In 
order to do this, appraisers must select private leases where the nonfee 
costs are the same as the non fee costs on public grazing land. If they did 
this, then: 
If E2 = E1 , (the authors implicitly assume that they are equal), one 
can estimate "fair market value" directly from the private lease rate. The 
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equation becomes: 
FHV ~ P2 (private lease rate) • 
It is assumed that the agencies still consider the 1966 fee model 
valid. Thus, the discussion of the appraisal report vill take place vithin 
the framework of this model. Two crucial points become apparent when one 
considers the -requixemen-ts of the model in getting a data set such that 
the nonfee costs a~e the same as those imposed on permittees on public 
lands. Second, if a population of equivalent private leases exists, does 
:~ 
the methodology followed by the appraisers in collecting and analy~ing the 
data follow accep~able scientific procedures; and was the study designed in 
such a way as to get the required da·ta for the model. One should keep in 
mind that the key issue is that the validity of the results of this o::-eport 
is dependent on the appcaiser's ability to select priva~e leases ~hat have 
the same average nonfee costs as the average nonfee costs of using BLM and 
FS gcazing allotments. 
The 1966 fee study reported average nonfee costs higher on .public 
lands chan they were on private leases that were considered to be economic 
subs<titut·es for public g-razing. The appraisal ~eport handles this problem 
by grouping the data collected into subfiles. some of which are based on 
the nonfee cost items, i.e., subfile "E"--landlord provides all services. 
After this sorting procedure is completed, a decision is made as to which 
subfiles have leases in them where the non fee costs are the same as those 
on public lands. These subfiles were determined to be D, F, G. H, I, and 
J. (More will be said about this topic later.) If these sub files do what 
they were intended to do, one could compute an average lease rate for the 
private leases contained in the subfiles and this would be the estimate of 
,-i, 
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"fair market value." However, the study does not end with this conclusion. 
In the process of collecting the data, the appraise~s came up with a data 
set .of public lands that were subleased to other ranchecs and some public 
lands leased on a competitive bid basis. These data we~e grou~ed into the 
same subfiles as the private lease data and compared to the private lease 
data. If the public data are representative of B!.11 and FS grazing allot-
ments, then one would expect the values ~o be the same as those collected 
from the private sector. 
These data indicate that a competitive market does exist for grazing 
and that market forces influence both -the public and· p~ivate focage values. 
The fact that public and private values come , out very close to each other 
should have been expected since .they were selected to be -the same by 
putting them in the subfiles. 
One needs to look closer at ' the way the data was collected and ana-
lyzed to notice some serious problems with the conclusions. It appeacs 
that each of the nonree costs was not considered by its magnitude but only 
if it existed or not. For example, the question was asked: Who moves the 
livestock while on the allotment? Let us assume the ~enant does this. No 
informat:ion was gathe.re<1 as to how much it costs to move the livestock. 
All that is known is that . the tenant does this. Suppose it costs the 
average permittee $.20 per Aill1 more to move livestock on the public lands 
than it does the average tenant on private land. This difference would not 
show up in the private lease data. 
Evidence from the 1966 fee study indicates that the same nonfee cost 
items exist for public and private grazing leases, but, on average, the 
non fee costs are higher on public grazing lands. What has happened since 
then? There have been more improvements such as fences, grazing systems, 
water developments, and other improvements which are maintained by the 
-, 
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permittee. Evidence for this can be found in the allotment management 
plans that have been put into effect over the past fifteen years or so. 
The BLM has become more strict in requiring permittees to take over the 
maintenance of range improvements. There also seems to be an a~~i~ude 
within ·the agencies -to encourage more private investment in ..range improve-
ments on public lands. There was a period in the 19605 where private 
investment on public lands ~as discouraged. All of these factors add 
credi.tability to -the contention that more servic.es are required by the 
permittee today than was the case at the time of the 1966 fee study and ' 
<: 
that this has increased the nonfee costs of using public lands relative ' to 
the cost of using private leased land. 
The serious shortcoming of the appraisal study mentioned above is that 
data were not collec~ed to quantify the magnitude of the non{ee costs on 
either the private leases or the public leases. A series of questions "'ere 
asked to determine ~ho performed such functions as moving livestock, main-
taining fences, etc., but not the actual cost of doing these functions. 
Thus, it is impossible to measure these differences when one looks at the 
private and public lease rate reported in the study. 
The obvious response to this cri~icism of the appcaisal study is to 
say that this problem ~as taken care of with the inclusion of the data from 
the all-federal leases. There seems to be very little evidence from a 
statistical basis that there is any difference in the total cost of using 
public or private leased rangeland. In other words, when the same nonfee 
considerations are included in both public and private leases, their magni-
tude is irrelevant since they cancel each other. In order to accept this, 
one would have to conclude that the 1966 fee study "'as ",rong, or there have 
been significant changes in public policy to reduce the non fee costs on 
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public lands, or private non fee costs have increased significantly faster 
over time than have those same costs on public lands. (Nonfee costs can 
increase in at least two ways the units of cost, miles of fence, number of 
moves, hours of labor, etc., have increased and/o( _the cost of per unit has 
increased, i.e., cost per mile of fence main'tenance, cost per hour of 
labor) • The evidence would seem to point: the other way. Thus, one ",ould 
have to reject the idea that the nonlee cos~s ace not significantly dif-
fe-rent for public and pri vate grazing. If this postulate is accepted, one 
has to come up with ceasons why the report is wrong. 
A total of 897 federal leases account for the total sample of federal 
subleases used in this study. It is possible that diffecent classes of 
livestock on the same lease would count for more than one of the 897 
leases, so something less than 897 separate locations are the basis for the 
analysis. There are 33,632 operators running cattle on 30,286 grazing 
allotments in the west. The sample then amounts to about 2 to 3 percent of 
the popUlation. A sample of ~his size may be sufficient for a homogeneous 
population, and one could make reasonable estimates of the parame'te.rs being 
studied. However, in the case of grazing leases, we do not have a homo-
geneous popUlation; we have one where there is wide vacia·tion in the amount 
paid for grazing. An example tram the data listed in the s~udy: fedecal 
ownership, subfiles D, F through J, 1983, the low value per AUM $.02 the 
high value $75 per AUM. In 1982, from that same table, the range was from 
$.63 per AUH to $18 per AUM, which is the least amount of variation shown 
in the data. The point is that one cannot make reliable estimates of 
population parameters where the data exhibit such wide variation in the 
observed data from a sample size of only 2 to 3 percent of the population. 
furthermore, "clipping data" does not reduce the variance in the population 
but only in the sample used. This point is discussed later in this paper. 
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Sample size is also a problem with the private lease data. The data 
vary almost as much as the federal data, so one would need large samples in 
order to make statistically sound estimate~ of private lease rates. One 
finds problems in reading the material presented in the study as to the 
sample size. A s -tatement is made that the sample size is 80 to 90 percent 
of the population. If this is the case, one would have a difficult time 
arguing about sample size for the private leases. However, there are a few 
points that make one wonder about this sample size. Evidence from New · 
Mexico indicate that the appraisers did not sample 80 to 90 percent of 
those involved in private rangeland leasing (Fowler). In the final analy-
sis, 4,427 observations were used to represent the nonfede-ral ownership 
lands in the western United States for subfiles D and F through J. What is 
the popUlation of leases in these subfiles? It was reported that 47,000 
lease transactions were included in the study. Yet the critical conclu-
sions and estimates of comparable values are made on about 11 percent of 
the data colLected. This seems like a lot of wasted effort. It also was 
reported in a series of "Information Paperstl (#3) that information would be 
gathered on approximately 150,000 .verified leases. The~e appeacs to be 
moce than a minor discrepancy between the number of leas~s used and the 
potential number of leases that were to be collected. One has to wonder on 
what basis the bulk of the data was discarded. It was reported that 37,789 
administrative leases were discarded for various reasons. What impact do 
these leases, accounting for almost 59 million acres of land, have on the 
market values of grazing per AUM? 
Private investments 
Private investments in range improvements on BUt and FS lands are not 
considered as part of the value of public grazing in this report. These 
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rancher costs are .dismissed by assumption 9 on page 18, i.e., it is assumed 
that they have been purchased or paid for by the government through lO\ler 
grazing fees over time. Private investments on public lands \lere not a 
one-time situation \lhich was evaluated in the 1966 grazing fee study. 
Private investment is an on-going activity, ne\l investments are made each . 
year, old investments wear out each year. We are, therefore, dealing with 
the average value of old and new investments at any given year. Thus, they 
are not amortized and should be given credit each year. This situation 
\lould change only if a trend was established \lhere investments', on the 
average, \lere going up or down. Admittedly, this variable may not· be 
crucial on average in measuring the difference between public and private 
grazing but is an example of how the variables that show the difference 
be'tween public and pri vate valu~s are dismissed in this report. 
Use of Research Methods/Methodology 
All research is to be conducted using scientific procedures. The 
appraisal report should, therefore, stand the test of these standards. 
One of the primary tests of "good" research is that it is repeatable--
i.e., another researcher can use the procedures outlined and obtain the 
1 
same results. This single criteria raises several questions concerning 
the appraisal report. 
Subfiles 
Public and private lease rate data were segregated into ten subfiles. 
The decision to keep or discard a subfile from the analysis was based on a 
Iprofessional appraisers also use this criteria because if two profes-
sional appraisals differ by more than percent, the appraisals must be 
submitted for peer review and evaluati~ 
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value judgment as to whether it vas reasonably close to being like federal 
grazing allotments and/or if its price appeared to be ··set in a compoci<tive 
ma-rke-t. This procedure raises several questions. First. is the typical 
. -
8LM or FS grazing allotment well enough defined that it can be used as a 
standard by vhich to judge whether an obs.ervation (lease) or a subfile of 
leases should be retained or not? Second, ace the criterion for selecting 
~hich observation goes in which subfile well enough defined in the ques-
tionnaire that another researcher would classify them -the same way (i.e •• 
is the experiment repeatable)? One has a tendency to get suspicious of .. 
studies where data are collected then screened, after the fact, and pact of 
the data is discarded. This is especially true vhere the cri·terion do not 
appear to be well-defined (and should have been decided upon before data ' I . 
~as collected) and the decision seems to be based on value judgments of the 
researcher. 
The argument for adding subfiles D, F, G, H, and I to subfile J seems 
somewha~ arbitrary; "the range in price for mature cattle and ho~ses 
reflected by each subfile, ~th the exception of subfiLes A, B, C, and E 
fell well within the range of prices reflected by the most comparable 
~ransactions in subtile J. Based on this, subfiles 0 and F through J were 
combined as the primary data base upon which the estimates of value are 
based." Given the range of values listed for nonfederal ownership on page 
134 of $.02 to $65 it is surprising that all of the data in the scudy does 
not fit in this range not just the subfiles mentioned above. ft should be 
noted that if "proper" appraisal methods had been used, the criteria for 
combining files would have been comparable property rights not a "range of 
prices" that were similar. Subfile J has the "most comparable transac-
tions" in it. This subfile has a range of $.20 to $65 (see page 95). One 
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both federal and nonfederal leases, a different adjustment will be derived 
depending upon the order of , magnitude of these nonfee i~ems. For example, 
if the nonfee costs for both federal and nonfederal lands were $3, this 
would result in an 8.8 percent adjustment (($3.87 - $3.53)/$3.87)]. If 
non fee costs were assumed to be $2, ·thi.s would yield a 7 percent adjustment 
($4.87 - $3.53)/$4.87)]. Furthermore, if the nonfee costs differed be-
tween federal and nonfederal iands (assume nonfederal were 10 percent 
higher than federal--e.g., $2--fedecal and $2.20--nonfedecal), an 11 per-
cent adjustment would result. It seems from the above examples, therefore, 
that nearly any adjustment could be derived depending upon the assumptions 
one makes. As a result, one has to seriously question ~he formula used by . 
the au~hors to make these adjustments. 
A geeat deal of time and effort was spent during the study evaluating 
the physical and biological substitutability of private and public grazing 
lands. This effort probably increased the homogeneity of the data set 
collected which further explains why the factors that were expected to 
affect value did not prove significant. The important issue is whether 
grazing lands are economic substitutes for each o~her. Two parcels of 
grazing land may be economic substitutes for each other but may not be 
similar biologically. Lush irrigated meadowland may be an economic substi-
tute for high elevation mountain summer grazing on the forest. These typ,es 
of grazing are economic substitutes but not biological substitutes, the 
meadowland should have been included in the study. It appears that the 
highly producti ve pri vate lands ..... here the nonfe.e costs per AUN are 10 ..... were 
excluded from the study because they ..... ere not biological substitutes for 
public lands. 
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Nonfee items 
Eighty-one variables vere considered as possible reasons that the 
value of similar public and private grazing leases vould be different. 
Ever~ one of these variables vere rejected because they have no effect on 
the relative values of public and private grazing. It makes one vonder how 
much is known about grazing values when none of the variables that were 
thought to be important show up in the analysis as being significant. If 
the above is not the case and we do know something about ,the variables that 
influence value (presumably some of these variables are included in the 
. ~~ .. 
81), then there must be something wrong \oIith the \oIay -they we're judged to be 
important or not. 
The statistical methods used by the authors ,to test the significance 
of the eighty-one variables were made invalid as a result of the data that 
we,re collected. The method used to test the significance of a variable was 
to regress the dependent variable (fee) against the eighty-one dependent 
variables all of which were assumed to be binary (dummy) variables. In 
fact, most (all?) of these variables (e.g., herding, salting, wa~er 
maintenance) are continuous variables (~he amount of herding, salting, 
etc.) varies. As a result, the authors would not be able to obtain an 
unbiased test of the significance of these variables because they violated 
the assumptions of the statistical model used. It is, therefore, · not 
surprising that the "statistical tests" .... ere not "statistically 
significant." 
The statistical methodology outlined above was used to obtain "statis-
tically significant" results. The statistical appendix contains results 
that show that several of the "nonfee" variables were statis,tically si-gnif-
icant as explanatory variables. Unfortunately, only private lease data 
were used in this analysis. A quote from the repor-t states: "All leases 
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containing any Federal grazing lands, even as little as 1 percent, were 
excluded ~from the final data base for the statistical analysis. Thus, the 
final data set for this analysis consisted of 4,427 leases of non-federal 
land for grazing by mature animals." However, these statistical results 
were not used in the report. 
The statistical tests used by the authors were expected from one 
perspective (once the nonfee cost variables were assumed to be binary). 
Data were placed into a subfile based on similarities of the nonfee costs. 
One would not expect to find statistical differences based on one of these 
variables if the order of magnitude of these differences were ignored. For 
example, all leases where the tenant performs the required management 
functions are put into a subfile, then a test is made to see if herding by 
the tenant is a significant variable in explaining the value of the lease. 
Since they were selected to be the same, one would not expect any signifi-
cant difference due to one of the variables. The subfiles were selected to 
be different so one would expect a test between subfiles to show a differ-
ence. If the test did not show differences, one would have ~o question why 
they were in separate subfiles. 
Clipping 
A few comments must be made about the decision that was made to clip 
15 percent of the observations off the top (the high values) and 15 percent 
off the bottom (the low values) of each data array. Is it an acceptable 
statistical practice to reduce the variation in the data by eliminating the 
extreme values reported? If this is the case, it would always be cheaper 
to clip the data rather than increase the sample size when one found he had 
a wide range of values reported in the sample. What seems even more 
unusual in this study is that the data were sorted into subfiles that 
. ,. 
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should have taken many of the nonmarket observations out of ·the data set 
and resulted in a -reduction in ·the variance. The practice of clipping 
cannot be logically sound from a statistical point-of:-view because it is 
arbitrary. Why a 15 percent clip, why not 5, 10, or 20 percent? The 
authors seem to indicate that the results after clipping were more in favor 
of the live~tock industry and were, therefore, "acceptabl.e." This kind of 
reasoning is unacceptable from a scientific perspective, and this report is 
being judged on how well it meets the criterion of unbiased scientific 
research • 
The authors justify the 15 percent clip because "the fewest number of 
leases were eliminated from consideration in the value conclusions at this 
level." They also stated "the median of each array did not change, as a 
like number of leases were removed from both the top and ~he bottom of each 
ar,ray. " The justification for the 15 percent clip, because it eliminated 
the fewest number of leases. does not make any sense. A 10 percent clip 
would have eliminated less observations or a 5 percent clip would have 
eliminated even fewer. There does not seem to be any logic to the argument 
that a 15 percent "clip" minimizes the loss of data. 
Clipping data is a very questionable practice at best and unacceptable 
in a study such as this where data are rejected or kept . based on value 
judgments. From the discussion it seems that the authors assume a normal 
distribution of the data. In fact, in the statistical section, a statement 
is made that the data seem to follow the normal distribution. However, if 
one looks at the tables in the text of the study, the median is usually 
lower than the mean but not in all cases. If one has a normal distribu-
tion, the mean, median, and mode are all the same. Given the fact thaC the 
mean and median are rarely equal, the data probably had a skewed distribu-
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tion. If so. clipping further distorts the results, but it is not known in 
what way. 
Yearly data 
-The data collected covered a seven-year period from 1977 through 1983. 
A decision was made to use all seven years of "data in the analysis. The 
authors indicate that a 70 percent clip plus putting heavier weight on the 
last four years tends to level the time effect out. How this is accom-
plished in the analysis is not readily apparent. Furthermore, this conclu-
~ " " p sion does not fit with the index of private lease cates in the West. The 
forage value index used in the current fee formula shows a significant 
increase in values over this seven-year time period which would not result 
in an evening of the time effect. 
One of the probable reasons for this difference sterns from the fact 
that no adjustment was made for the effect of inflation or deflation, a 
practice that is common to most economic analyses. Furthermore, the use of 
data over a seven-year period violates one of the principles used in 
appraisals--appraisals are made for a point in <ime--unless adjustments for 
differences in time are made. One is, -therefore, left with the distinct 
impression that the other years were only included to increase-the size of 
the sample with no adjustments made to insure comparability. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
